
Takes care of your home.

And you care about what you like.

W
ith

out
stress

worries
problems

big interventions
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While your kids play in another room, you can easily check 
them on the TV screen – whether you work in the kitchen 
or relax.

iNELS provides you a perfect overview 
of everything what happens in your house.

Tip
The camera can 

control your home and 
surroundings; it keeps 

your life undisturbed, takes 
care of your relaxing 

and rest. 



Intelligent lighting control
Home lighting can be adjusted according to the actual needs 
and situations.

iNELS can help you to get your kids to sleep, help you to ensure 
them a restful night's sleep. The lighting in the kids' bedroom can 
be gradually dimmed by iNELS. And if your kid wants to go to the 
bathroom at night, the lights recognize moving and automatically 
turn the light on 20 %.

It helps you to keep an eye on your kids.

Tip
Using dimmable 

LED lights saves you up 
to 40 % 

on energy costs.



It keeps the health…

It protects you from danger.
You go out and want to be sure that everything is turned off 
and nothing special happens at home. So then just push Exit 
button and switch off the circuit (excepting fridge). No curling 
iron or hair dryer are left running.

of your loved ones in a good condition

Exit 
button!
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Controls your home appliances.
INELS can be easily integrated with new types of electric 
appliances. When you come home from work, you can find 
your clothes washed – just send a command to your washing 
machine through application in your smartphone or tablet. 

It takes care of your family.
Are you worried about the health of your 
children, mum or partner? You don´t need to 
be worried about if you have INELS. 
If something happens to your relatives, 
INELS will let you know immediately! 

Tip
iNELS Smart application 

works on all types of 
mobile devices.
Free download.
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Afford

Thanks to INELS you can be always with one foot at home.
When you are on the road, at work or just on holiday one thousand kilometers away, you can always watch and 
control everything what happens at your home. Don’t worry about the lightings if you forget to switch off some 
appliances because you can see and control everything.



don’t worry

Tip
Don´t heat your house 
in while nobody is at 
home. Switch on the 
heating before you 

come and save your 
money.



iNELS Control panel 
….has a modern design. We also offer stylish button switches in a wide variety of colors.

Fancy controlling
Control your home not only via smartphone or tablet but also by stylish Logus90 switches, any function can be assigned to 
them. It enables you not only turn off/on lighting but also switch off you appliances or enables you other functions. You can 
change this function whenever you want. How? We´ll help you!

You have the right to choose.
Either tablet or 
classis switches.
It is all about you.
It is up to you.
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Trust your style

CRYSTAL – brightness and clarity, endless elegance of glass, switches 
underlining the dynamics of your interior.

METALLO – Be exceptional! Nobility of metal will inspire you with unforgettable 
moments.

ARBORE – The nature at your fingertips. Warm tones of wood create an 
atmosphere of absolute bliss.

PETRA – Feel free to experiment. Stone is a symbol of stability, strength and 
power. Enjoy the switchesyou can lean on.

BASE – Simplicity is the sign of beauty. Precise and convenient shapes. 

AQUARELLA – Space-time without limits. Metallic design will draw you into the 
world of exclusive design.

ANIMATO – Wide range of colors, modern design and convenient price. 

LOGUS90 design
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And more…

Bright solution of problems
If you do something regularly, simply set them. All will be working 
then automatically. The lightings, the heating or door controlling.

Be a housefather / housemother
iNELS electro-installation can be easily controlled. Be the one who 
has the household under thumb.

Control your family budget
INELS can solve your problem and is available to everyone. We 
will be happy to advice you what your house needs.

With iNELS BUS System you can easily integrate most 
technologies in the house. Choose the right regulation to 
save energy. You don´t need to worry about seasons – winter 
or summer. You easily adjust the room temperature and your 
house already knows what should be done. 

Savings go along with the idea of smart housing.
The house can turn off the lights and the heating in the room 
when you are not at home. In winter it can roll up the blinds 
(allows the sun to naturally heat your home) and vice versa in 
summer it can roll down the blinds and protects you from sun 
and saving your air-conditioning.

Protecting your home and family. Flood, temperature and fire 
detector or gas leak detector send a command to turn off the 
water supply or main gas supply, switch on your air-conditioner 
etc. The function of presence simulation when you are on 
holiday is also really helpful.

You can use wall switch, glass touch switch, touch 
display, smartphone, tablet, laptop or television screen 
for controlling your electro-installation. This enables you to 
control your house from one place. 

Do you like listening music, watching movies or pictures? 
You will have access to all these data from anywhere in your house if 
you have iMM system upgrade. Moreover, you can switch off TV in kids´ 
room and control entire house via TV screen.

Be a housefather!



iNELS, Sykora Home
Českomoravská 183
190 00 Praha 9-Vysočany

Tel.: +420 773 773 735
E-mail: praha@inels.cz

iNELS, Sykora Home ELKO EP, s.r.o.
ELKO EP, s.r.o.
Palackého 493
769 01 Holešov-Všetuly

(free hotline):+420 800 100 671
E-mail: info@inels.cz



10 reasons:

1. The ideal solution for new building

2. Reduction in energy use up to 30 %

3. Two-wire bus

4. Electro-installation can be extended

5. There is a possibility to change the way of controlling

6. Remote control through Smart phone, tablets or laptop

7. Effective solution - can be combined with a security system

8. Regulation depending on the weather

9. Logical and central functions (e.g. exit button)

10. Multimedia under control (can be also controlled via TV)

Why should you choose INELS BUS system

Our goal is to give you advice how to save...

With a smile on the face.
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